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45nm On-Chip SRAM test chip.

Renesas Technology and Matsushita Electric Industrial today announced
the development of a technique that achieves stable operation with 45nm
process generation bulk CMOS for SRAM (Static Random Access
Memory) that can be embedded in SoC (system-on-a-chip) devices and
microprocessors (MPUs).

Tests of experimental chip with 512-Kbit SRAMs employing this
technique have confirmed stable operation over a wide temperature
range (-40°C to 125°C) and a larger operating voltage range margin with
respect to process variations. The experimental SRAM chip, produced
using a 45nm CMOS process, incorporated two different memory cell
designs, one with a cell area of both 0.327µm2 and another with a cell
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area of only 0.245µm2 --- the world's smallest level. The smaller memory
cell was achieved with a reduced processing dimension margin.

Details of this technology advance will be presented in paper 18.3 of
Session 18 at the 2007 International Solid State Circuits Conference
(ISSCC 2007) now being held in San Francisco. The innovation is of
considerable significance because SRAM is an essential on-chip function
for SoCs and MPUs used in embedded control applications. Conflicting
trends see those applications becoming more sophisticated, requiring
more SRAM, even as semiconductor process shrinks are making it more
difficult to produce the stable SRAM operation necessary for proper
device functionality. The 45nm process generation SRAM enabled by
the new fabrication technique will make it possible to implement high-
performance chips at low cost because it uses bulk CMOS instead of
Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) material, the more expensive alternative.

Overcoming problems caused by inevitable variations
in threshold voltage

As LSI fabrication processes become finer, the increasing
miniaturization causes greater variations of transistor characteristics,
especially threshold voltage (Vth), which can disrupt SRAM operation.
Vth variation takes two forms. Global Vth variation occurs on a chip-by-
chip or wafer-by-wafer basis due to minute disparities in transistor
shape, such as gate length and gate width. Thus, it shows deviations in
the same direction among chips. Global Vth variation previously has
been the main challenge SRAM designers have had to overcome.

By contrast, local Vth variation is caused by fluctuation of the state of
impurities in semiconductors, and arises even in adjacent transistors of
the same shape. Therefore, it occurs randomly and without directivity.
With the progress in transistor miniaturization, the problem of local Vth
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variation first manifested itself in the 90nm process generation. It is a
major challenge that must be surmounted for embedded SRAM
implemented in the 45nm process generation.

The semiconductor industry has been actively pursuing development of
techniques for achieving stable SRAM operation. However, the problem
of Vth variation as it affects the 45nm process has required further
technical developments. The solution for a 6-transistor type SRAM
memory cell that Renesas Technology and Matsushita have developed
has two elements. One is a read-assist circuit that performs automatic
adjustment linked to Vth variations. The other is a write-assist circuit
that uses hierarchically structured power supply wiring.

The new read-assist circuit employs the resistance of passive elements in
a compensation function that has a layout resembling that of the memory
cell. Since memory cell variations and resistance value fluctuations are
linked, the effects of Vth variations are reduced. The compensation
function adjusts voltage automatically with respect to temperature and
process variations. As a result, memory cell stability has been secured in
read operations under a wide range of operating conditions, even if the
symmetry of memory cell electrical characteristics degrades through
increases in temperature and process variations.

The new write-assist circuit adds finer power supply lines (divided into
eight) to the memory cell's column-unit power supply lines in a way that
the isolation needed for the write operation is performed only where
necessary. Also, it implements hierarchically structured power supply
wiring. This reduces power supply line capacitance in critical areas,
allowing the power supply line potential to be dropped to a low potential
at high speed. Measurements on the experimental chip confirm that even
under worst-case conditions (-40°C, minimum operating voltage, and
worst-case process conditions), the new write-assist circuit provides a
major improvement in SRAM write speed compared to an SRAM design
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in which it isn't used.

Source: Renesas Technology
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